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My learning journey has started! 
 
In February my coach and mentor Dominic Hodgson
started his seminar tour. His seminars were based
on two of his books 'Worry Free Walks' and 'Walk
Yourself Wealthy.'
I travelled to Buxton to see him and to meet up with
other dog business owners.
'Walk Yourself Wealthy' talks about how to build a
better relationship with your dog so they are more
interested in you than chasing squirrels and playing
with their other doggy friends.
This is something I have problems with with my own
dog. Just last week I was walking Cookie down a
ginnel, she was off lead, she saw a cat and then she
was off and didn't listen to me calling her name.
Luckily she stopped as the cat went over the fence.
Dom brought his trusty Cocker Spaniel Sidney who
was a superstar!! 
For me it was proof that what Dom says in his book
works. Sidney constantly looks to Dom whilst
playing games and the whole time his tail didn't stop
wagging, Sidney's not Dom's haha!

I don't know about you but that's the kind of
relationship I would like with my own dog as well as
dogs that I care for. 
Don't get me wrong, I know my dog loves me but if
there's something more exciting then she's off!
 
In the seminar, Dom talks about, how to do a safety
audit before you leave the house, pre-exhausting your
dog before a walk and how to use the power of play to
influence your dog.
His book gives you a step by step guide to follow and
he uses straight forward language, no jargon to
decipher which is good for me.
I will definitely be using information I've learnt in my
walks to make them more interesting and less
stressful.
People think, 'What do you need to learn, you are only
walking dogs!' but trust me there's so much more that
needs to be thought about.
 
The afternoon seminar was information on marketing
your pet business which was also really useful. 
 
The evening consisted of curry, alcohol and a
poppadum podcast. Brilliant day and night, learnt a lot
and met some lovely people!!
 
Dom's book 'Worry Free Walks' is available on
Amazon.
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What does it mean when a dog wears a yellow harness or lead?

I certainly didn't know!
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Since being a dog owner and dog walker I have
become to hate the phrase "It's ok he's friendly!" 
 
Are you guilty of this? I know in the early days of
having my dog I used to say It.
 
This is often said when someones off lead dog is
running over to you and your on lead dog!
 
It drives me crazy!!!
 
My own dog can be anxious at times. She doesn't
like it if when off lead dogs come running up to
her. In the past if she wasn't on a lead herself she
would run away which of course is not good. 
The places where this has happened in the past
she won't even walk there now. The dogs weren't
aggressive and she actually loves other dogs but
this situation makes her worry and panic. 
 

Are you a thoughtful or selfish dog owner?
 
What I have also come to realise is how stupid
and selfish other dog owners can be. They let
their dogs run wherever they want, out of control,
with no recall, regardless of what is happening
around them.

A lot of owners of anxious/reactive dogs work very
hard to keep their dog safe and calm and it only takes
one thoughtless act to set that dog back in their
training.
 
If you see a dog on a lead or pulled to one side whilst
you pass then give them space!
Put your dog on a lead and do not let your dog
approach them.
That dog may be very anxious and will need you to
pass by quickly!
 
I used to think that when dogs barked at you or at
other dogs that they were aggressive, it never crossed
my mind that they were actually scared.
 
Did you know that there's more than one type of
barking? 
 
No neither did I!
 
I have recently been on two seminars about barking
dogs.
'You'd be barking mad not to' and 'Three steps to
silence.' 
Claire Lawrence who ran the seminars is a qualified
dog trainer and has personal experience of a barking
dog.
She concentrates on three types of barking, anxious,
attention seeking but mostly fearful barking.
Claire talks firstly about how to identify your dogs bark,
how to help your dog and how to put a plan together to
help manage your dogs barking. I highly recommend
Claires books and seminars.
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Shooting Shindig
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So, this summer the business coaching group I
am a part of organised a clay pigeon shooting
event in Buxton.
I have never done anything like this and I was
excited but quite anxious too! 
I don't usually like to move out of my comfort
zone but I need to get out there and try new
things. 
I want to be around people who are in the same
profession as me but have been in the
profession longer, you can learn so much from
other people.
I have always been committed to improving my
knowledge in whatever job I am doing.
 
So, back to the event.
 
The theme of the event was tweed so we all had
to wear some sort of tweed and ended up
looking like we had walked off the set of Peaky
Blinders! 
Flat caps all round!!

So firstly we split into two groups, we were given
20 rounds of ammunition. We had individual help
on how to shoot. We practiced at first then the last
10 rounds we were in competition to see how
many targets we hit in total in each group.
 
I don't think anyone can quite prepare you for the
sound and the power of the gun when you pull
that trigger!

So...
 

How did I do?
 

Absolute rubbish!!
 
I did not hit a single clay pigeon! 
 
I don't think it helped that when I pulled the trigger
I kept closing my eyes and bracing myself for the
kick back from the gun haha.
 
But do you know what? 
 
I actually didn't care!
 
I had a great time and took part in something I'd
never done before, even if I was rubbish. Ha!
 
Afterwards we had a well earned drink in the pub!



My contact details:
 
 
 
Mobile: 07738546528
Email: sara@pets-n-paws.co.uk
Website: www.pets-n-paws.co.uk

Favourite Walk

This newsletters' walk is based in Harwood in
Bolton.
The walk is Harwood golf course.There are different
paths to walk along, open fields, a stream which
can be fast moving in places but there is a pond
which is accessible to dogs. Molly the Labrador who
I walk there loves for me to throw her ball in to the
water. She jumps in and then brings it back to me.

You can walk for miles and miles in open space so
if you have a dog that is maybe reactive, you need
space to train your dog or would just like a nice
long walk then this is a great place to do so.
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Limited space available!  Don't miss out!!!

Cat visits

Did you know I provide cat visits
too?

Although cats are independent and basically
have us as their servants, they are sensitive
animals and do prefer their own home
comforts.
In the past I have put my own cats in a
cattery but to be honest they found it quite
stressful being in a strange environment.
 
I can provide visits to your home to enable
your cats to stay where they feel
most comfortable whilst you are away.
I can visit 2-3 times a day to look after their
day to day needs, provide company and lots
of cuddles. 
Please book these visits well in advance!
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